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: Editor's Corner

THE

EDITOR-S CORNER
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WMAR.GAR.ET ANDERSON. "Happinesa and Order" is a
chaptet' from A Life for a Li/e, to be
published next fall in Chicago by
){ark Reimberg, In this boOk Miss
Anderson continues her autobiography begun in 1930 with Jry Thirty
Years' IVar. The sequel tells of her
experiencesa£ter her retirement from
acth..e literary work.
Miss Anderson founded The Little Review in Chicago in 1914 and
brought it to a d05e in 1919. these
fifteen )UI'S her periodical gained
among the literati a prestige comp;trable to the Poetry of Harriet Monroe
or The Criterion of T. S. E1ioL It
introduced to America some of the
best pages of Yeats. James Joyce's
Ulysses•. Sherwood Anderson's Winesburg. Ohio, apd the early writings of
many now prominent literary figures. At the "anguard of letteo. Miss
Anderson discovered values with
critical and historical sense. and defended them with fen'or. Sylvia
Beach in an article. "Los suscriptores de Ulises" (Sur; February. 1950).
telJs of those militant da}"S of the
"new art" in Paris. and of the central
role played by the friends of The Little Review. l\fark Reinsberg announces for early publication A Little Review Anthology.
In "Happiness and Order" Miss
Anderson weaves her ideas on life into a pattern of reminiscences of her
friendship with Georgette Leblanc
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(a86g-I!K1), fortwenty,earl Maeterlinck's inspi,.tnce. Mme. Leblanc
was an opera linger. aetresl, 1CUlptrell. poet, renowned beauty, and author of several boob. three of which
were translated into English and
published in the United States. Her
Souven;r,: Aly Lile with Afaeterlinck
(Dutton, 1931), was extraordinarily
well rem,"e<!. In 1!K7 appeared La
~ra~hine a Courage, with preface by
Jean Caetau. Stin unpUblished are
poems and profiles of Mallarm~,
Sarah Bernhardt,Duse. D'Annunzio.
<hear \Vilde, Isadora Duncan. Helen
Keller, and others.
Miss Anderson plans to go bad to
France thh June to settle there permanently. The Quanerly expresses
to her ..nd to Mr. Reimbcrg appredation for thh "6rst," and for the interesting letter and pictures offered
by the author.
~ GUEST ARTIST, VI.
Born in Riga, Latvia. in 1900. ADJA
YUNltEJlS came to the United States
in 1947, and has taught an at the
New School of Social Research and
for two summer sessions at the UNM.
The Southwest appealed to him so
much that he has made his home at
Corrales. a village near Albuquer·
que.
Before coming to this country Yunkers had an active and successful career in Europe, with one-man shows
at Berlin. Hamburg, raris, Stockholm. Copenhagen, Oslo. \Vorts of
his arc in the Stadt Museum, Hamburg. Alben and Victoria Museum.
London, National Gallery, Stockholm. and National Gallery. Oslo. In
continued on page 259
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